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Using x-ray absorption spectroscopy and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, we performed an element-
specific investigation of the spin magnetic moments �mspin� of Mn and Co of Co2MnSi ultrathin layers grown
on an Fe underlayer to stabilize the ferromagnetism and facing an MgO barrier. The experimentally observed
dependence of the mspin values of Co and Mn on the Co2MnSi layer thickness in the ultrathin region is
qualitatively in good agreement with the one theoretically obtained for a MnSi-terminated interface of the
Co2MnSi layer facing an MgO barrier. This clarification would provide a strong basis for further advancement
of applications of half-metallic Heusler alloy electrodes into spintronic devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spintronic devices that manipulate the spin degree of free-
dom of the electron are being extensively studied,1 which
could lead to future electron devices featuring nonvolatility
and reconfigurability. Half-metallic ferromagnets �HMFs� are
characterized by an energy gap for one spin direction, pro-
viding complete spin polarization at the Fermi level �EF�.2
Because of this characteristic, HMFs are one of the promis-
ing ferromagnetic electrode materials in spintronic devices.
One Co-based Heusler alloy �Co2YZ, where Y is usually a
transition metal and Z is a main-group element� in particular,
Co2MnSi, has attracted much interest3–10 because of its theo-
retically predicted half-metallic nature11,12 with a large en-
ergy gap of 0.81 eV �Ref. 12� for its minority-spin band and
because of its high Curie temperature of 985 K.

For magnetic tunnel junctions �MTJs� with half-metallic
electrodes, Mavropoulos et al.13 theoretically predicted a
crucial role of the minority-spin interface states at the half-
metallic electrode/oxide junction in spin-dependent tunneling
characteristics for antiparallel �AP� magnetization alignment.
Furthermore, Co2YZ layers in epitaxial Co2YZ /MgO hetero-
structures with the �001� basal plane have two possible ter-
minated interfaces with an MgO barrier, i.e., the YZ- and
Co-terminated interfaces. It has been predicted by first-
principles calculations that the interfacial spin polarization of
Co2MnSi facing an MgO barrier strongly depends on the
terminated interface structure of Co2MnSi at Co2MnSi /MgO
junctions.14–17 Thus, identifying the interface structure at
Co2YZ /MgO junctions with well-controlled interfaces is es-
sential. We have recently proposed and developed fully epi-
taxial MTJs with Co2YZ alloy electrodes in combination
with an MgO�001� barrier5–8 and demonstrated a high tun-

neling magnetoresistance �TMR� ratio of up to 1135% at 4.2
K with a substantially decreased one of 236% at room tem-
perature �RT� for epitaxial Co2MnSi /MgO /Co2MnSi MTJs.8

The strong temperature �T� dependence of the tunneling re-
sistance for AP magnetization alignment resulted in the ob-
served strong T dependence of the TMR ratio for epitaxial
Co2MnSi-MgO MTJs.5,7 Similar T dependence of the TMR
ratio was observed also for Co2MnSi /AlOx /Co2MnSi
MTJs.4 On the basis of the dynamical mean-field theory,
Chioncel et al.10 attributed the strong T dependence of the
TMR ratio to nonquasiparticle states, which appear in the
half-metallic gap of Co2MnSi and degrade the spin polariza-
tion remarkably with increasing T. In recent hard x-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopic measurements,18 however, no dis-
tinct T dependence has been observed for the valence band
of Co2MnSi. We therefore need an alternative explanation of
the T dependence of the TMR ratio observed in the MTJs
with Co2MnSi electrodes. Ishikawa et al. experimentally
suggested the critical role played by interface states for mi-
nority spins existing around EF of Co2MnSi electrodes facing
an MgO barrier to explain the spin-dependent dI /dV versus
V characteristics.7 On the other hand, recent high-angle an-
nular dark-field scanning-transmission electron-microscopy
measurements suggest that the terminating interface of the
Co2MnSi layer facing an MgO barrier consists of the layer
next to the Co layer, including site disorder between the first
two atomic layers at the junction,19 where the MgO barrier
was deposited by magnetron sputtering. Given this back-
ground, in order to further advance the applicability of half-
metallic Co2YZ into spintronic devices, it is essential to de-
velop a means for determining nondestructively the interface
structure and clarify the structural, electronic, and magnetic
properties of the interfacial region between Co2YZ electrodes
and tunneling barrier.
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Our objective in the present study was to elucidate the
interface structure of Co2MnSi electrodes facing an MgO
barrier by experimental investigation along with a theoretical
analysis. For this purpose, we performed an element-specific
investigation of the spin magnetic moments �mspin� of Mn
and Co of Co2MnSi in the interfacial region facing an MgO
barrier by means of x-ray absorption spectroscopy �XAS�
and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism �XMCD�, which are
very effective techniques for exploring the electronic and
magnetic states of the interfacial region of ferromagnetic thin
films facing an oxide or semiconductor.20–26 To specifically
measure the interfacial region by XAS and XMCD, we pre-
pared ultrathin Co2MnSi layers facing an MgO barrier with
Co2MnSi thicknesses �t� down to one monolayer, where one
monolayer of Co2MnSi consists of a Co plane and a MnSi
plane and corresponds to half the unit cell of Co2MnSi. To
stabilize the ferromagnetic order of the ultrathin Co2MnSi
layers, the Co2MnSi layers were grown on an Fe underlayer.
The experimentally obtained dependence of mspin of Mn and
Co of Co2MnSi in the Fe/CMS �t� /MgO as a function of t
was analyzed theoretically, taking into consideration the in-
fluence of both interfaces with the lower Fe layer and upper
MgO barrier.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The sample layer structure was as follows: �from the sub-
strate side� MgO buffer �10 nm�/Fe underlayer �50
nm�/Co2MnSi �t� /MgO barrier �2 nm�/Ru cap �2 nm�, grown
on an MgO�001� single-crystal substrate, where t=177 ML
�50 nm�, 4 ML �1.13 nm�, 2 ML �0.565 nm corresponding to
a unit cell�, and 1 ML �0.283 nm�. The preparation of the
samples is described in detail elsewhere.25,26 The Co2MnSi
film was deposited at RT by magnetron sputtering and sub-
sequently annealed in situ at 325 °C for 15 min. To ensure
there would be no Fe diffusion into the ultrathin Co2MnSi
film, we used a relatively low annealing temperature of
325 °C.27 The MgO barrier was deposited at RT by electron-
beam �EB� evaporation. The composition of the Co2MnSi
films used in this study was determined as Co2Mn0.91Si0.93,
which was slightly Co rich against the Mn and Si composi-
tions. From in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction
�RHEED� observations, we confirmed that all the layers in
the Fe /Co2MnSi /MgO with t=2 and 1 ML grew epitaxially
with the �001� basal plane as in the case for t=4 ML.25 We
also observed 1/2-order superlattice reflections along the
�110�CMS direction in the RHEED patterns for these films
annealed at 325 °C, indicating that the Co2MnSi film with
t=2 and 1 ML had the L21 structure as that for t=4 ML
did.25 XAS and XMCD spectra were measured at RT with
the total electron yield method by using circularly polarized
synchrotron radiation at the KEK Photon Factory �BL-11A�.
The degree of circular polarization of incident light was set
to 87% ��4%�. XAS spectra for opposite magnetic-field di-
rections were acquired consecutively with the photon helicity
fixed. XMCD is defined as the difference between the two
spectra with the photon helicity parallel ��+� and antiparallel
��−� to the 3d majority-spin directions.

III. RESULTS

A. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism spectra

Figure 1 shows XAS and XMCD spectra for Fe /Co2MnSi
�t� /MgO at the Co-L2,3 and Mn-L2,3 edges for t=2 and 1
ML. The XAS and XMCD intensities were normalized by
the Co-L3 �Mn-L3� XAS total peak intensity, i.e., �++�−,
with a linear background subtracted in the XAS. We first
describe how the XAS and XMCD spectrum at the Co-L2,3
changes with decreasing t. In the referenced XAS spectrum
for t=4 ML in Ref. 25, a small distinct shoulder appeared at
the higher photon energy �about 3 eV� side of the Co-L3
peak, which is characteristic of Co2YZ with the L21
structure.22–24,26 The shoulder structure became weaker and
the Co-L3 peak width became smaller for t=2 ML �Fig.
1�a�� than those for t=4 ML. For t=1 ML, the shoulder
structure disappeared and a much narrower Co-L3 peak was
observed �Fig. 1�b��, reflecting the significant interfacial
effect and some possible structural disorder in the ultrathin
1-ML-thick Co2MnSi film. We then describe how the XAS
and XMCD spectrum at the Mn-L2,3 changes with decreasing
t. For t=4 ML in Ref. 25, a broad structure appeared in
the XAS and XMCD spectra in the higher photon energy
�about 2�10 eV� region of the Mn-L3 XAS peak and a
doublet structure appeared in the Mn-L2 region in the XAS
spectrum, which are characteristic of Co2YZ with the L21
structure.22–24,26 The broad structure in XAS spectra, how-
ever, disappeared for t=2 and 1 ML �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��,
reflecting again a considerable interfacial effect. For these
Co2MnSi films with t ranging from 4 to 1 ML, XMCD sig-
nals were noticeably observed, which implies the existence
of substantial magnetic moments on Co and Mn, even for t
=1 ML with an assist from the molecular field of the Fe
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FIG. 1. �Color online� XAS and XMCD spectra for
Fe /Co2MnSi �t� /MgO layer structures with t=2 and 1 ML at RT. A
magnetic field B= �3 T strong enough to saturate the sample’s
magnetization was applied perpendicular to the film surface of
samples. ��a� and �b�� At the Co-L2,3 edges. ��c� and �d�� At the
Mn-L2,3 edges. In each figure, the left- and right-hand side labels
represent the normalized XAS and XMCD values, respectively.
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underlayer. The Mn-edge XMCD signal for t=1 ML �Fig.
1�d��, however, is smaller than those of the Co2MnSi films
with t=4 and 2 ML, which indicates a reduction in the mag-
netic moment of Mn for t=1 ML. The absence of the char-
acteristic multiplet structures of CoOx �Ref. 20� and MnO
�Ref. 25� in the XAS spectrum and the noticeably observed
XMCD signals for all Co2MnSi films also rule out the pos-
sibility of oxidization of Co and Mn atoms.

For a more precise analysis of the XAS and XMCD spec-
tra, we used the sum rules,28 from which one can evaluate
mspin and the orbital magnetic moment �morb� of Mn and Co
as

morb = −
4

3

q

r
nh�B, �1�

mspin + 7mT
z = −

6p − 4q

r
nh�B, �2�

where r is the XAS energy integral, r=�L3+L2
��++�−�d�, q

is the XMCD energy integral over the L2,3 edges, and q

=�L3+L2
��+−�−�d�. The p is the XMCD energy integral

over the L3 edge, expressed as p=�L3
��+−�−�d�, and mT

z

= �Tz��B /� with �Tz� being the expectation value of the intra-
atomic magnetic dipole operator.28 For the evaluation of
mspin and morb of Co and Mn in Co2MnSi films facing an
MgO barrier, we assumed, on the basis of a band-structure
calculation,29 a 3d hole number �nh� of 4.52 for Mn and 2.24
for Co and ignored the term �Tz�, assuming this value to be
very small. For Mn, the mspin obtained should be corrected
for the effect of j j mixing arising from 2p -3d electrostatic
interaction.22,30 However, we estimated mspin of Mn in
Co2MnSi films using the bare spin sum rules because a cor-
rection factor of Mn in Co2MnSi with the L21 structure is not
accurately known.

The obtained experimental mspin and morb values of Co
and Mn for Co2MnSi films with t=2 and 1 ML and with t
=4 ML and t=177 ML �50 nm� �Refs. 25 and 26� as refer-
ences are listed in Table I, and the experimental mspin values
are plotted in Fig. 2. Most importantly, the experimental
mspin values of both Co and Mn considerably increased with
decreasing t from 4 to 1 ML with the exception of the de-
creased mspin value of Mn for t=1 ML. Although slight in-
creases in these values for t=4 ML compared with those for
t=177 ML have been observed �8% and 14% increases for
Co and Mn, respectively�,26 we found that the mspin values
definitely increase with decreasing t for samples with t=2
and 1 ML except for the mspin value of Mn for t=1 ML.
These behaviors clearly demonstrate interfacial effects in
these heterostructures. The mspin value of Co increased with
decreasing t from 1.16�B for t=177 ML to 1.48�B for t
=1 ML �a 28% increase�. In addition, the mspin value of Mn
increased with decreasing t from 2.95�B for t=177 ML to
3.92�B for t=2 ML �a 33% increase� while it dropped to
2.74�B for t=1 ML.

On the other hand, the morb values for Co and Mn were
very small for t=4 and 177 ML �0.02–0.06�B and
0.05–0.08�B, respectively�. This indicates that the orbital

TABLE I. The spin �mspin� and orbital �morb� magnetic moments
of Co and Mn atoms deduced from the XMCD spectra observed for
Fe /Co2MnSi �t ML�/MgO layer structures with thickness t of 1, 2,
4, and 177 ML �50 nm�.

t
�ML�

Co Mn

mspin

��B�
morb

��B�
mspin

��B�
morb

��B�

177a 1.16�0.1 0.02�0.1 2.95�0.1 0.08�0.1

4a 1.25 0.06 3.35 0.05

2 1.37 0.18 3.92 0.28

1 1.48 0.15 2.74 0.03

aReferences 25 and 26.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental mspin for �a� Co and �b� Mn of Co2MnSi films in Fe /Co2MnSi �t� /MgO layer structures as a function
of t for B=3 T at RT �solid circles�, where the experimental mspin values are normalized by their respective experimental values for the
Co2MnSi film with t=177 ML �50 nm� �mbulk�experiment for t�177 ML��1.16�B for Co and 2.95�B for Mn�. Theoretically calculated
values of the averaged mspin �mave� of Co and Mn in the Fe�001�/Co2MnSi �t� /MgO layer structures with the MnSi/MgO interface �solid
triangles� and Co/MgO interface �open triangles� are also shown as a function of t, where the theoretical mspin values are normalized by their
respective theoretical mspin values for bulk Co2MnSi �mbulk�theory�=0.935�B for Co and 3.310�B for Mn�.
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magnetic moments are quenched due to the cubic symmetry
in Co2MnSi with the L21 structure, though these values are
larger than the theoretically predicted ones of about 0.02�B
for Co and about 0.008�B for Mn in bulk Co2MnSi with the
L21 structure.12 However, except for the morb value of Mn for
t=1 ML, some increases in the morb values of Co and Mn
were observed when t was further decreased to 2 and 1 ML,
as shown in Table I. The increased morb values have also
been observed for Co2MnSi thin films grown on GaAs�001�
substrates.23 Comparing the t dependence of mspin and that of
morb, the former is more distinct. Furthermore, the accuracy
of the mspin values is higher that of the morb values because of
their one-order higher values. Thus, the t dependence of mspin
is more suitable than that of morb for comparisons with the-
oretical analyses that take interfacial effects at both sides into
account.

B. First-principles calculation

To reveal the terminated interface structure of Co2MnSi
layers facing an MgO barrier through comparison with the
experimental results, we performed first-principles calcula-
tions for supercells consisting of Fe, Co2MnSi, and MgO,
using the density-functional theory within the generalized-
gradient approximation for the exchange-correlation
energy.31 We adopted plane-wave-basis sets along with the
ultrasoft pseudopotential method using the quantum code
ESPRESSO.32 The spin-orbit interaction and the noncollinear
spin structures were neglected in our calculations. The num-
ber of k points was taken to be 10�10�1 for all cases, and
Methfessel-Paxton smearing with a broadening parameter of
0.01 Ryd was used. The cut-off energy for the wave function
and charge density was set to 30 and 300 Ryd, respectively.
The Fe�001�/Co2MnSi �t� /MgO �t=1–4 ML� layer struc-
ture was constructed in a tetragonal supercell. We prepared
the supercell containing eight atomic layers of bcc-Fe, 1–4
ML of Co2MnSi and eight atomic layers of MgO. The in-
plane lattice parameter of the supercell was fixed at 0.399
nm, which corresponds to a0 /	2, where a0=0.565 nm is the
lattice constant of the bulk Co2MnSi.

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show schematic representations of
Fe�001�/Co2MnSi �4 ML�/MgO layer structures with the

MnSi/MgO interface and the Co/MgO interface, respec-
tively. Figures 3�c� and 3�d� show the local mspin projected on
to each atomic sphere in the structures as a function of dis-
tance from the Co2MnSi /MgO junction. As can be seen in
Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�, the local mspin of Mn at the MnSi/MgO
interface increases compared with that in the interior region
of the Co2MnSi layer, while the local mspin of Co at the
Co/MgO interface decreases compared with that in the inte-
rior region of the Co2MnSi layer, as reported in a previous
theoretical work.17

At the MnSi/MgO interface, as shown schematically in
Fig. 3�a�, the difference in the covalent bond radius between
Si �0.111 nm� and Mn �0.139 nm� causes relaxation of the
interfacial structure. The Si atom moves away from the MgO
side and only the Mn atom makes a bond with the O atom. In
our previous study,15 we showed that this relaxation thermo-
dynamically stabilizes the MnSi/MgO interface rather than
the Co/MgO interface. However, the relaxation weakens the
local bonding between the Co2MnSi layer and the MgO
layer, causing dangling bonds for the interfacial atoms. Since
electrons in the dangling bond states are energetically un-
stable, they tend to localize in order to reduce the exchange-
correlation energy, which is associated with the increase in
the local mspin of the interfacial Mn atom. This increase is
achieved by a charge transfer from the minority-spin to the
majority-spin states. On the other hand, at the Co/MgO in-
terface, the interfacial Co atom makes a strong bond with the
O atom. The strong bonding causes charge transfer from the
Co layer to the MgO layer owing to the large electron affin-
ity of O atoms. We confirmed that EF of the local density of
states �LDOS� of Co at the Co/MgO interface shifts toward
the lower energy side compared to that in bulk Co2MnSi �see
Fig. 2 of Ref. 14�. Since bulk Co2MnSi has no minority-spin
state at EF, reduction in the occupied states in the interfacial
LDOS is significant for the majority-spin states, resulting in
the decrease in the local mspin of Co at the Co/MgO interface.

Next, we discuss the magnetic properties of the
Fe�001�/Co2MnSi interface. The local mspin of Co at the
Fe/Co interface �1.27�B� is larger than that of Co in bulk
Co2MnSi �0.935�B�, as shown in Fig. 3�c�, because the mspin
of Co in bulk Co2MnSi is smaller than that in B2-type CoFe
�1.72�B�. Furthermore, the local mspin of Mn at the Fe/MnSi
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic representa-
tions of Fe�001�/Co2MnSi �4 ML�/MgO layer
structures with �a� the MnSi/MgO interface and
�b� the Co/MgO interface, respectively. The local
spin moments �mspin� projected on to each atomic
sphere in the layer structures with �c� the MnSi/
MgO interface and �d� the Co/MgO interface, re-
spectively, as a function of distance from the
Co2MnSi /MgO junction.
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interface �2.63�B� is smaller than that of Mn in bulk
Co2MnSi �3.31�B�, as shown in Fig. 3�d�. Since the Fe/MnSi
interface can be seen locally as Fe2MnSi, the local mspin of
Mn at the Fe/MnSi is close to the mspin of Mn in bulk
Fe2MnSi �2.83�B� rather than to that of Mn in bulk CMS.

The theoretically calculated values of the averaged mspin
�mave� of �a� Co and �b� Mn in the Fe�001�/Co2MnSi
�t� /MgO as a function of t are also plotted in Fig. 2 in com-
parison with the experimental mspin, where the solid and open
triangles show data for Co2MnSi /MgO junctions with the
MnSi/MgO and Co/MgO interfaces, respectively. Impor-
tantly, the theoretically obtained t dependence of mave of Co
and Mn in the Fe�001�/Co2MnSi �t�/MgO is qualitatively dif-
ferent between the MnSi/MgO and Co/MgO interface mod-
els. The theoretical mave values for both Co and Mn for the
layer structure with the MnSi/MgO and Co/Fe interfaces
�Co/MgO and MnSi/Fe interfaces� increases �decreases� with
decreasing t. This dependence originates from the increased
�decreased� local mspin of Mn and Co at the MnSi/MgO and
Co/Fe interfaces �the Co/MgO and MnSi/Fe interfaces�, re-
spectively, as described above.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experimentally observed dependence of the mspin val-
ues of Co and Mn on t is qualitatively in good agreement
with the one theoretically obtained with a MnSi-terminated
interface of the Co2MnSi layer facing an MgO barrier, indi-
cating that the interface structure at the Co2MnSi /MgO junc-
tion is a MnSi-terminated one. This finding is consistent with
the theoretical prediction that a MnSi-terminated interface
with MgO is thermodynamically stable compared with a Co-
terminated interface.15 The good agreement also indicates
that the epitaxial Co2MnSi /MgO heterostructures prepared
using a combination of magnetron sputtering for Co2MnSi
and EB evaporation for MgO, except the 1-ML Co2MnSi
one, have well-controlled structures in the interfacial region.

We now discuss a possible origin of the decrease in mspin
of Mn for t=1 ML. Taking into account that �i� Co2MnSi
films deposited at RT and successively annealed in situ even
at 550–600 °C do not reach a thermal equilibrium state,8 �ii�
the MnCo antisite, where a Co site is replaced by a Mn atom,
has the lower formation energy among the several kinds of
defects,33,34 and �iii� the degree of structural order should be
lower for an extremely thin Co2MnSi film with t=1 ML,
MnCo antisites may exist with a certain probability for the
prepared Co2MnSi films annealed at 325 °C, in particular,
for the Co2MnSi film with t=1 ML. The possible MnCo an-
tisite in the 1-ML-thick Co2MnSi grown on an Fe layer may
couple antiferromagnetically with the surrounding Fe and Co
atoms as the MnCo antisite in bulk Co2MnSi couple antifer-
romagnetically with the surrounding Mn atoms in the neigh-
boring MnSi layer,33 resulting in the decreased mave of Mn

for t=1 ML. However, the good qualitative agreement be-
tween the experimental dependence of the mspin of Co and
Mn down to t=2 ML and the theoretically obtained one in-
dicates that the first two layers facing an MgO barrier in the
2-ML and 4-ML Co2MnSi retained a higher degree of struc-
tural order compared with that of the 1-ML Co2MnSi facing
an MgO barrier.

We next discuss possible origins of the observed enhance-
ment of morb of Co for t=2 and 1 ML and that of Mn for t
=2 ML. One possible reason is the lower cubic symmetry at
the interfaces, which results in reduced quenching of morb.
Another is the increased mspin for these ultrathin films that
were caused by the interfacial effect, which induces the en-
hanced orbital moments through the spin-orbit interaction.35

Given this consideration, the significantly reduced orbital
moment of Mn for t=1 ML is consistent with the decreased
mspin of Mn for t=1 ML. A full understanding of the t de-
pendence of morb is, however, beyond the scope of this study.

Recently, it has been proposed that the insertion of an
ultrathin Co2CrAl layer between a Co2MnSi electrode and an
MgO barrier can derive the half-metallic character at the
interface.15 The transfer of Cr 3d electrons from the
minority- to the majority-spin states acts to reconstruct the
half-metallic gap in the interfacial region. As a result, the
local mspin of the interfacial Cr atom is increased significantly
from the bulk value. The results of the present study suggest
that element-specific investigations of mspin at the Cr-L2,3
edges by means of XMCD would be useful for examining
the theoretical prediction regarding the effect of the inserted
Co2CrAl layer.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, the comparison of the experimental results,
in particular, the increase in the spin magnetic moments of
Co and Mn in the Fe /Co2MnSi /MgO epitaxial layer struc-
ture with decreasing Co2MnSi thickness, with the theoretical
analysis clearly revealed that the terminated interface of the
Co2MnSi layer at the Co2MnSi /MgO junction was a MnSi-
terminated interface. This result indicates that element-
specific evaluations of spin magnetic moments in the inter-
facial region along with a theoretical analysis are highly
useful for determining nondestructively the interfacial termi-
nation layer of Heusler alloy thin films facing an MgO bar-
rier.
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